
BLOOMIN’ BASKETS

BLOCK SWAP

Hostess: Denise Russart

(justquiltin@peoplepc.com)

WHAT: Paper pieced basket block swap. Blocks are 7.5” UNFINISHED / 7.0” FINISHED.

You may swap a minimum of four blocks up to a maximum of twenty blocks.

No more than three blocks may be made using the same fabrics.

WHERE: Mail your swap package to:

Denise Russart, 2165 Muir Field Road #6, Madison, WI 53719

WHEN: Mail your package no earlier than , August 20, 2012 but no later than September 5,

2012, so you will have plenty of time (3 months) to complete your blocks.

HOW: After you have read all the swap rules, if you wish to join in, please sign yourself up

in the swap database on TQP by filling in your name, email address, and the number of

blocks you think you will make. If there are not at least 7 swappers signed up by June 1, the

swap will be cancelled. If we have enough swappers for the swap to go forward, I will email

out the paper piecing pattern to each swap participant for the block which. will give you

three months to make your blocks and get them to me.

THE DETAILS:

 All fabrics should be 100% cotton, quilt-shop quality fabrics.

 Background fabric should be solids or tone on tones ranging from cream to light tan.

 Basket fabrics should be tone on tone. The exception to the tone on tone fabrics for the

basket/handle portion of the block is that “basket looking fabric prints” may be used which may not

necessarily be strictly tone on tone (for example, see “wicker” fabric basket above right).

 Fabric “inside basket” should be a fairly realistic flower print fabric (see examples above). Please DO

NOT use 30’s/40’s reproduction style prints, calico type prints or oriental style fabrics for this swap.

The baskets should look like fresh picked flowers.

 Please use typing paper or some other lighter weight paper for the pattern. Tear-away stabilizer,

fabric, dryer sheets, etc. – should NOT be used for the foundation pattern. Leave your paper on

your block for swapping. Sign the back of your block with pencil with your name and city/state so

the recipient of your blocks can see who made them.



Mailing Info:

Place all your swap blocks inside a plastic storage bag for safekeeping. On the outside of the plastic

bag, write your name and the number of blocks enclosed.

You will need two envelopes in which your blocks will fit securely (Tyvek type envelopes are

recommended). Address one envelope to the swap hostess at the address above. Address the other

envelope to your own address but make sure you place the swap hostess address in the RETURN TO

address corner of the envelope. The post office will NOT accept the package if it is addressed to you

and ALSO has your own address in the RETURN TO position.

Place your swap block baggie into the envelope addressed to the swap hostess. Have your post

office weigh it for the proper postage. Put that amount of postage IN STAMPS on the envelope that

is ADDRESSED TO YOU (the one your blocks will be returned in). Then put that return envelope

inside the envelope addressed to the swap hostess, seal it and have the post office weigh it again

and put the proper postage on it. Be sure to stick the postage for the return envelope ON the

envelope and not just put the loose stamps inside the package.

If you live outside of the United States and wish to participate in the swap, please email me with a

plan to deal with the postage issues if you do not have access to US postage.

Also update the database with the date mailed once your package is in the mail so I know

when to expect it and can mark them off as they are received and know when I have them

all. Blocks will be swapped and mailed back out within a week of receipt of the last package.

If you have any questions, please shout out. I’m looking forward to shopping for some

new fun flower fabrics for my baskets!

Denise


